
 

  



 

 

Why you should care about your competitors 

Let’s face it, the bankruptcy industry is competitive. In most areas, bankruptcy attorneys fight fiercely in 

a strategic chess match of sorts for market share of bankruptcy filings.  Using different prices, services, 

processes, marketing messages, and marketing strategies, law firms try and stand out from the crowd to 

gain market dominance. 

The good news is that you can develop a strategy that can give you an edge over your competitors. Your 

strategy should be based in part off of insights gained from analysis of your competition. 

By doing a competitor analysis, you will learn 

about your competitors’ strengths and 

weaknesses in their marketing and services. You 

will be able to improve your services, processes, 

prices, marketing messages, and marketing 

mediums to create competitive advantage and 

differentiate yourself. This will lead customers 

to become more likely to choose you instead of 

your competitors. 

While you can’t influence or change your 

competitors’ strategies or actions, you can take 

the information from your competitor analysis to 

improve your own marketing efforts. 

This eBook walks you through 1) how to conduct 

competitor analysis and 2) how to use this 

analysis to improve your marketing. 

We hope you find these tips useful as you grow your law firm. 

Sincerely,  

  



 

Why should you conduct analysis of your competitors? 

While you can’t change your competitors’ actions, knowing who your competitors are, their strengths 

and weaknesses, and their marketing strategies will help you 1) Uncover your firm’s relative strengths 

and weaknesses 2) Find opportunities to make your firm stand out from the crowd. 

How do you conduct competitor research and analysis? 

You can do competitor research by yourself or get help from your staff and secretary.  Your research 

and analysis can be basic or in-depth, depending on how much you want to learn about your area and 

how much time you have to dedicate to it.  

Ideally, you would research every 

competitor in your area. However, if you 

are time constrained, try starting with 10 

competitors and then research other 

competitors as time permits. 

No special tools are needed for your 

research. Use search engines and your 

competitors’ websites as your primary 

research tools. 

You can research any aspect of your 

competitors that you like. However, 

consider researching the following areas as 

they will give you a solid understanding of 

your competition:  

1. Identify Your Competitors: Which firms in your area are your direct competitors? Are there 

few or many competitors? Using search engines, you can find out how many law firms in your area are 

your competitors. Search using keyword phrases with local and industry-specific terms, such as 

“Jacksonville bankruptcy attorney”, “Florida law firm”, and “bankruptcy law firm”, to name a few. 

Search engines will return results of the websites of your competitors, which will give you a great big 

picture view as to who your competitors are and how many competitors you have.  



 

2. Determine Your Competitors’ Sizes: 
Not all law firms have equal resources. By 

determining the size of your competitors, you can 

see which ones likely have larger marketing 

budgets, have larger staffs, and have a greater 

volume of bankruptcy filings. Using your 

competitors’ websites, you can determine who 

the owner or owners of the firm is/are and how 

many staff members they have. You may find 

that some are solo practitioners, others are small 

partner firms, while others are massive firms with 

large staffs. 

3. Determine Your Competitors’ 

Services: Firms that specialize in bankruptcy 

law are likely to be more formidable competitors 

than ones that practice bankruptcy law as one of 

many other services (Ex: family law, immigration, 

etc). Using your competitors’ websites, you can determine whether or not they are generalists or 

specialists. 

4. Research Your 

Competitors’ 

Locations: Knowing the 

office location(s) of your 

competitors can help you 

see if they have good or 

poor locations and whether 

or not they have multiple 

locations. A convenient, 

central business location 

can be a source of 

competitive advantage for 

your competitors, while 

multiple offices can 

augment this competitive 

advantage. Firms with nice 

office locations or multiple 

locations are likely bigger 

players in your market and 

file more bankruptcies. 

5. Research Prices: Price is an important factor in a customer’s decision in hiring an attorney. 

Understanding the prices of your competitors and the “going rate” of services in your area will help 



 

you determine if your prices are competitive or not. Using competitors’ websites and their online and 

offline advertisements, keep track of your competitors’ prices. Often times you may not be able to learn 

their prices, but even knowing a few will give you enough information to keep your prices competitive 

and potentially plan price-focused marketing messages. 

6. Find Competitors Using Marketing Firms: 
Competitors that have hired marketing firms have a 

competitive advantage over ones that haven’t. 

Marketing firms specializing in various online (PPC, SEO, 

website design, etc) and offline (billboards, TV, radio, etc) 

marketing give your competitors access to the expertise 

and experience of these firms. After you research the 

marketing firms that they are using, you can likely 

determine how much they are spending on marketing 

each month. You can determine whether you feel you can 

compete with them by doing your own marketing or 

whether you should hire another marketing firm to help 

you compete. 

7. Analyze Your Competitors’ Marketing 

Strategies: Each law firm in your area is likely pursuing 

a different marketing strategy in terms of what mediums to use and what areas to focus on. Knowing 

their strengths and weaknesses in their strategies will help you determine your own marketing strategy. 

In particular, focus on these areas of your competitors’ marketing: 

 Logo: Logos are a good indication of how professional your competitors are and whether or not 

they are hiring a marketing firm to manage their advertising. Do they have a logo? How nice are 

their logos? Are they memorable or lackluster? Visually impressive? Modern or outdated? Does it 

look like they hired a graphic or web designer or did they design it themselves? 

 

 

 



 

 Website: Websites are perhaps the best indicators of how seriously your competitors are taking 

their marketing. Since websites function in so many important marketing capacities (brand identity, 

lead generation, information sources, etc), their quality is a primary determinant of your 

competitors’ dedication to their marketing. How professional are your competitors’ sites? Is the 

content robust and of high quality? Do the sites have testimonials, maps, and contact info easily 

accessible? Are the sites easy to navigate? Were the sites built by a web design company or built in-

house by the law firms? What calls to action do the sites have? Do the sites have chat functionality? 

Overall, are the sites memorable, modern, and of high quality? Take screenshots of your 

competitors’ websites and determine which firms have a strong web presence and which ones do 

not. 



 

 Mobile Website: Do your competitors’ websites look good and function effectively on mobile 

devices? Use a free tool like Mobilizer to preview your competitors’ sites, or just visit their sites on 

your smart phone (if you have one). In particular, pay attention to how easy or difficult it is to read 

content, navigate within the site, and contact the attorney. You will likely find that many of your 

competitors’ websites function poorly and look terrible on mobile devices, while others may have 

clean, modern, effective mobile websites. Those with high quality mobile sites have a competitive 

advantage over those that do not. 

 Content Marketing: As you visit your competitors’ websites, pay particular attention to 

whether or not they offer free resources as a part of a content marketing strategy. Since valuable 

content takes time and energy to create, this content can be a source of competitive advantage. 

For example, a competitor may offer eBooks, blogs, videos, faqs, or other free resources to help 

customers learn about bankruptcy and have an incentive to contact them for a Free Consultation.  

http://www.springbox.com/about/tools/


 

 PPC(Pay Per Click) Advertising: Using Google and Bing search engines, type in phrases that 

a consumer looking to file bankruptcy would use as they search for information and help with 

bankruptcy (Ex: “Denver bankruptcy 

attorney”, “bankruptcy help”, 

“Chapter 7 bankruptcy”, “wage 

garnishment”). Search engines will 

display ads on the top and the right of 

organic search results. Look at each ad 

and its corresponding competitor. 

Look at the ad copy to see if it looks to 

be professionally written or is more 

amateur in quality. Note how high the 

ad appears (Positions #1-3 on the top, 

4-11 on the right), because the higher 

the ad position, the more that 

competitor is likely paying per click. 

PPC advertising is the most effective 

and common form of online lead 

generation, so knowing which 

competitors are using this medium 

will help you see how competitive 

this area is. 

 SEO(Search Engine 

Optimization): For the same 

searches that you performed in 

researching PPC ads, pay attention to 

which sites are appearing in the 

organic search results. These sites are 

ones that search engines consider to 

be most relevant to the search query you used. Clicks on these results are free, meaning that your 

competitors are getting free website traffic and leads. Some of your competitors are likely using SEO 

(search engine optimization) companies to help them 

achieve high rankings, while others may have done their 

own SEO. Either way, knowing which competitors are 

ranking highly will help you see who is pursuing SEO 

marketing and who is not. 

 Google Display Network: As you use the Internet 

and visit sites in your day-to-day life, pay attention to ads 

that you may see from your competitors. You may see text, 

image, or animated ads for attorneys on popular websites, 

blogs, and even within Gmail. Attorneys advertising in 

these areas are using the Google Display Network and are 

likely using a marketing firm to manage these online ads. 



 

 Local Directories: There are many popular local directory websites (the modern 

equivalent to a phonebook) that your competitors may be using to advertise.  Visit the 

top local directory sites (Yelp, Bing Local, Google Places, Yahoo! Local, Superpages.com, 

YP.com, and Mapquest.com) and search for a local bankruptcy attorney. The search 

results will show you which of your competitors have a basic listing with their law firm 

information and reviews, and which ones are using enhanced listings and ads. 

 Billboards: Few of your competitors will likely be using billboards, but since billboards 

can be expensive, 

those that do 

advertise on 

billboards are likely 

spending heavily in 

marketing. As you 

travel around your 

area, pay attention 

to any legal or 

bankruptcy 

billboards and which firms 

are using them. 

 Radio: Researching which attorneys in your area are using radio can be very difficult, but you and 

your staff can pay attention to radio ads to see if 

any competitors are using this medium. Radio ads 

can be pricey, so any competitor using them likely 

has an aggressive marketing budget and is 

reaching a wide audience with their ads.  

 TV: TV ads are perhaps the most expensive of all 

advertising due to the amount of work involved in 

creating, recording, editing, and launching them. 

Therefore, any competitors that are using TV ads  

likely have a large marketing budget and have an 

robust marketing strategy in place.  

8. Analyze Marketing Messages: Once you have a firm understanding of what marketing 

mediums and resources your competitors are using, you should analyze their actual messages to 

determine how they are trying to attract customers to them. In particular, focus on these aspects of 

their ads. 

 What creative approaches do they 

use? (Ex: Stories, unique headlines, 

etc) 

 What customer benefits (price, 

convenience, etc) do they focus on? 

 What is their call to action? (Ex: Fill 

out a form, get a free consultation, learn more about bankruptcy, etc) 



 

             We’ve created a 

worksheet that helps 

you record notes and 

information about your 

competitors. You can 

download it and print it 

for your use by visiting 

our worksheet page. 

 What incentives do they give people to contact them? (Ex: promotional price discount, free 

content giveaway) 

Recapping Your Competitor Analysis 

Your analysis can be as thorough or simple as you like. You can research a few key competitors, some, or 

all of your competitors. You should organize and record your research findings so you can use them for 

future reference.  

After you have finished researching your competitors, 

you will have a very good idea of the following: 

 How many direct and indirect competitors 

you have 

 What the strengths and weaknesses of your 

competitors’ marketing efforts are 

 How competitive your overall local market is 

 What strategies your competitors are taking 

in their marketing efforts 

 Your relative strengths and weaknesses 

compared to your competitors.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Your competitors are likely to change their marketing 

tactics periodically. For example, they may improve 

their websites, start advertising in a new medium, 

change their marketing messages, or add new services. 

Therefore, to avoid having outdated information, you 

should keep your research current by scheduling time 

every 6 -12 months to review and update your 

competitor analysis.  

  

TO DO LIST FOR COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS 

 MAKE A LIST OF COMPETITORS 

 RECORD YOUR COMPETITORS’ SIZEs, SERVICES, PRICES, AND LOCATION(S) 

 RECORD YOUR COMPETITORS’ MARKETING STRATEGIES AND WHAT MEDIUMS THEY ARE 

USING 

 RECORD YOUR COMPETITORS’ MARKETING MESSAGES 

 

http://sebobankruptcysites.com/free-bankruptcy-lawyer-marketing-resources/bankruptcy-marketing-worksheets/
http://sebobankruptcysites.com/free-bankruptcy-lawyer-marketing-resources/bankruptcy-marketing-worksheets/


 

 

How to turn your competitive analysis into an actionable marketing strategy 

Great, so now you know lots of things about your competitors. How does this help you? Your 

competitor analysis will give you insights into your overall competitive environment, the strengths 

and weaknesses of other firms, your own firm’s relative weaknesses and strengths, and most 

importantly, will give you insights as to how to improve your own marketing efforts. 

Your analysis will help you determine the following: 

 How difficult your competitive environment is. You will learn how many competitors you have 

and how aggressively each competitor markets themselves.  This will help you decide whether 

to specialize in bankruptcy or diversify into other areas of law as well. It will help you decide 

whether to be a niche player or to be a big player in your area in terms of filings. 

 What you should copy that your 

competitors are doing well. There is no 

shame in copying an effective process or 

strategy of your competitors. For example, 

you may decide to add a new service, start 

using PPC advertising, change your prices, or 

add chat functionality to your website in an 

attempt to match your competitors. 

 Opportunities to find niches. 

Usually, competitors gravitate towards 

certain areas and fill them too tightly to 

make it worth entering. For example, PPC 

may be too competitive to make it cost 

effective, but maybe competitors aren’t 

doing much in terms of SEO, directories, or 

blogging. You can find areas with less 

competition and use them to your 

advantage. 

 Opportunities to be unique. Often 

times, logos, websites, and ads of attorneys 

are very similar, creating a market that feels 



 

as if every firm is basically the same. You may discover opportunities to stand out from the 

crowd with your marketing and messaging. For example, if none of your competitors focus on 

price, you could advertise your prices. If others are focusing on free consultations, you can focus 

on giving your customers a free eBook. You may develop a completely unique logo and website 

design. You will see success as you differentiate yourself from your competitors with your 

marketing messages. 

 Opportunities to gain competitive advantage. Anything that you can do better than your 

competitors will help you gain more customers. For example, you may create a better website, 

have a more memorable logo, have more creative ads, or have better prices. 

Once you’ve analyzed you’re competition, you can take specific actions, such as: 

 Adapt your services, prices, and location(s). 

 Determine whether to hire a marketing firm or to do your own marketing. 

 Improve your logo, website, and mobile site. 

 Determine what useful content (eBook, blog posts, videos, etc) to create to help your 

customers. 

 Determine where to advertise, whether online (PPC, SEO, local directories, Display Network, 

etc), offline (radio, TV, billboards), or both. 

 Determine your marketing messages, including benefits, creative approaches, calls to action, 

and incentives. 

Once you have developed and implemented a marketing strategy that accounts for your competition, 

you should measure the results of your marketing changes to see how it helps your law practice grow. 

Lastly, keep in mind that your competitive landscape is dynamic and constantly changing. For example, 

your competitors may begin to practice bankruptcy law, change their marketing messages, hire 

marketing firms, or launch new marketing initiatives.  New or existing firms may begin to practice 

bankruptcy law, or firms may discontinue bankruptcy law to pursue other areas. 

As you continue to analyze your competitive environment as often as you feel is necessary (perhaps 

every 6-12 months), you will remain informed enough to stay competitive in your marketing efforts.  

TO DO LIST FOR IMPLEMENTING A COMPETITIVE MARKETING STRATEGY 

 MAKE A LIST OF THINGS TO COPY THAT YOUR COMPETITORS DO WELL 

 MAKE A LIST OF WAYS TO DEVELOP COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

 ADJUST YOUR SERVICES, LOCATIONS, AND PRICES 

 DETERMINE WHAT MEDIUMS YOU WILL USE TO MARKET YOURSELF 

 DETERMINE WHAT MARKETING MESSAGES TO USE 

 



 

 

Competition can be a good thing for your law firm 

Though it may not seem like it, competition can be a positive force for your firm, your customers, and 

your industry. Due to competition, law firms are required to constantly improve their services, 

processes, and marketing to find, attract, and retain paying customers. As a result, customers have 

better options and get higher quality service and results. Competition helps you as a business owner to 

refine your processes, services, and marketing in order to target and service customers more effectively. 

As you research your competitors and refine your marketing tactics based on your analysis, you will 

gain competitive advantages that will help you stand out in a crowded marketplace and increase your 

profitability.  

 

  

We hope that you’ve enjoyed this eBook. We look forward 

to helping you grow your law practice.  

To learn more about our bankruptcy attorney marketing 

program, please:  

Visit www.sebobankruptcysites.com  

OR  

Call (801) 227-7326 

  

http://www.sebobankruptcysites.com/

